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“gomon lanmer”

“Gomon Lanmer” comprises many different species of marine plants.
These fall into two main categories:
•Seagrass – complex plants similar to plants living on land
•Algae – very simple plants only found in water
The following drawings show differences between seagrass and algae.

Seagrass has both above-ground and
below-ground structures.
Above-ground:
•Leaves
•Flowers
Below-ground:
•Rhizomes (horizontal structure)
•Roots

Label the following:
leaves, flowers, rhizomes, roots

There are about 9-12 species of seagrass in Seychelles.

Algae has mostly above-ground structures.
Above-ground:
•Blades (not true leaves)
•Holdfasts (connect the plants to objects and
substrates)
Algae has no true leaves, no flowers, no
rhizomes, no roots.

Label the following: blades, holdfasts
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There are hundreds of species of algae in Seychelles.

MARINE MACROALGAE

Macroalgae are Algae that are large enough to see with the human eye.
Macroalgae are “Big” Algae.
There are three categories of Marine Macroalgae:
-Green Algae
-Brown Algae
-Red Algae
They are named after the pigments in their bodies that produce those colours.
The following are examples of common Marine Macroalgae found in Seychelles.

GREEN ALGAE (“GOMON VER”):

Colour this algea green

BROWN ALGAE (“GOMON GRI”):

Colour the algae above brown

RED ALGAE (“GOMON ROUZ”):

-2Colour the algae here pink and red

“zerb lanmer/ gomon zerb”
the seagrasses of seychelles
Seagrasses are marine plants that produce flowers
and seeds underwater for reproduction, and which are
characterized by leaves with veins, roots and rhizomes
(structures that transport nutrients throughout the body
of the plant).
Although seagrasses look superficially like terrestrial
grass, in fact, they are not related to grass.

There are five families of seagrasses which have been identified in Seychelles’ waters.
Do you know the creole names for them?

ENHALUS
-very long leaves measuring up to 2 metres
-at low tide, long leaves float at the surface of the sea
-leaves easily entangled in boat propellers
The two creole names for enhalus are:
Gomon fey long			
Gomon long
Gomon zerb gran fey		
Gomon gran fey
Gomon riban
©Jeanne A Mortimer

HALOPHILA
-small delicate plants with oval shaped leaves usually
grown in pairs
The two creole names for halophila are:
Gomon doub			
Gomon oval
Gomon pti fey			
Gomon pti fey oval
Zerb lanmer zorey lapen
Zerb lanmer papiyon

Lerb pti fey			
©Jeanne A Mortimer

Zerb mer oval

SYRINGODIUM
Individual leaves cylindrincal in shape, similar to
spaghetti.
The two creole names for syringodium are:
Gomon kalimen			
Gomon min
Gomon pikan			
Gomon pin
Gomon sed			
Gomon spageti

Lerb pwent			
©Jeanne A Mortimer

THALASSIA, CYMODOCEA AND HALODULE
-short flat leaves, usually less than 40cm long
-a favourite food of sea turtles
The two creole names for thalassia, cymodocea and
halodule are are:
Gomon torti			
Lerb torti
Gomon ver			
Zerb torti’d mer

©Jeanne A Mortimer

THALASSODENDRON
-short flat strap-like leaves
-grow in clusters at the end of long stems
The creole name for thalassodendron are:
Gomon fey an touf		
Gomon levantay

©Jeanne A Mortimer
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ANSWERS
Enhalus - Gomon gran fey/ Gomon zerb gran fey
Halophila - Lerb lanmer papiyon/ Lerb lanmer zorey lapen
Syringodium - Gomon zerb sed/ Gomon spageti
Thalassia, Cymodocea, e Halodule - Gomon torti/ Gomon zerb torti
Thalassodendron - Gomon zerb levantay

Sensational Seagrass

SO, WHAT ARE SEAGRASSES?
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7: ...............
simple root

8: ...............
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NOT ACTUALLY A GRASS

Most seagrasses have flat, ribbon-like, grassy leaves. But they are not true grasses. There are
around 60 different species of seagrass world-wide. Some look like grass, while some do not
look like grass at all.
Seagrasses can range from the size of your fingernail to plants with leaves two metres long.
Leaves of different seagrass species can be shaped like a flattened ribbon, look like a fern, a
clover, or even like spaghetti.
No matter what the shape, seagrass leaves rely on light to convert carbon dioxide and water
into oxygen and sugar (photosynthesis). The sugar and oxygen are then available for use by
other living organisms, making seagrass an important link in the food web.
Seagrass Life Forms.
There are five (5) seagrass life forms found in Seychelles.
Can you identify which of the five seagrasses pictured below correspond with each of the five
life forms?

A. Turtle Grass B. Giant Seagrass

Flat strap-like
leaves, growing
directly from the
substrate.
Leaves typically
less than 50 cm
long.

C. Spaghetti

Flat strap-like
Seagrass
leaves, growing
Cylindrical shaped
directly from the
leaves (spaghettisubstrate.
like) growing
Leaves up to 2
directly from the
metres long.
substrate.
Massive rhizomes
Leaves typically
with long black
less than 50 cm
spines.
long.

D. Hand-and-Arm
Seagrass
Flat strap-like
leaves arranged
like fingers on a
hand, on a long
stem.
Typically leaves
and stem less
than 1 m long.

E. Small Oval
Leaves

Delicate ovalshapped leaves
each typically less
than 4 cm long.
Leaves grow
along the surface
of substrate, often
in pairs.

Based on these descriptions, label the seagrass life forms below:
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Drawings from www.seagrasswatch.org
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Seagrass Food Webs
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Food chains tell us about one feeding relationship.
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SEAGRASS FOOD WEBs WORD SCRAMBLE
Word Scramble

Can you unscramble the letters below and reveal the the foodweb-related words?
There’s a catch with one of them - which one is it?

ESA RBCEMUUC
CBAR
WSPNAR
ODFO
LRTTUE
DUGONG
AES OSHER
TATBIHA
AESRSSGA
KBWAILHSL
MEDOAW
YNEREG
TSALNP
AAINSLM
LLMSCOUS
OSRCLA
FHISARTS
RSEYTOS
ESLSUMS
BITBRA IFSH

Generated from www.education.com
Build your own custom worksheet at education.com/worksheet-generator
© 2007 - 2020 Education.com
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WORD FIND
There are 17 words related to seagrasses hidden in the puzzle below. The words can be
horizontal, vertical or diagonal. Circle them in the puzzle below and tick them off when
you have found them. Can you find them all?”
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STEMS
CARBON WATER QUALITY HABITAT CORAL FISH
ROOTS
DUGONG SEDIMENT NURSERY SEAHORSE TURTLE
LEAVES RHIZOMES HAWKSBILL CRAB COASTLINE

Generated from www.thewordsearch.com

RABBITFISH MAZE

Seagrass meadows provide important feeding habitats for many marine species, including
rabbitfish. Rabbitfish (creole name: kordonyen) are herbivores (plant eaters). They feed on
seagrass, and also graze on algae growing on the seagrass. In this way they help to reduce
over-growth of algae on seagrass and coral reefs.
Fun rabbitfish facts:
•They can lose their bright yellow appearance and appear blotchy if they want
to blend in with their surroundings.
•The spines on the top and bottom fins are venomous
•Juveniles are often sighted in schools (large groups), but as adults they are usually in pairs
feeding or travelling.

25 cells diameter theta maze
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Maze generated ©mazegenerator.net
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KNOW YOUR SEA TURTLE - GREEN TURTLE
Name: The green turtle gets its name from the green colour of its body fat.
Size: Adult green turtles are among the largest species of turtles. Shell length is more than 1
metre, and they weigh up to 150-200 kg.
Nesting: The female turtle lays her eggs in a nest she builds in the sand on beaches. She can
lay over 100 eggs in one nest, and lay up to ten egg clutches at two-week intervals during the
nesting season. Green turtles nest most commonly in the Southern Island group of Seychelles.
Females are believed to return to the same general area where she herself was born.
Diet: The diet of green turtles changes with age. Juveniles are carnivorous, feeding on small
animals floating near the surface of the sea where they live until they are about 30 cm shell
length. As they mature they become primarily herbivorous eating seagrass and algae living on
the bottom of the sea. Green turtles grow slowly because of the relatively low nutritional value
of their diet. Seagrass meadows are the favorite feeding area for green turtles.

Tutorial - courtesy of www.wedrawanimals.com

Can you follow these 7 steps and draw a green turtle below?

Step 1: Draw the head

Step 3: Draw the
carapace

Step 2: Draw the face of the Green
Turtle

Step 4: Draw the pattern
of the carapace

Step 6: Draw the plaston and
the other front flipper

Step 5: Then draw the
front flipper

Step 7: Draw the tail and the back flipper
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Copyright © WeDrawAnimals.com

KNOW YOUR SEA TURTLE - hawksbill TURTLE
Name: The hawksbill gets its name from its tapered head which ends in a sharp point
resembling the beak of a bird.
Size: Adult hawksbills weigh up to 50-70 kg, making it about one third the weight of an adult
green turtle.
Nesting: The female hawksbill lays her eggs in nests she constructs on the beach. During
a single nesting season she can lay up to 6 egg clutches, each comprising about 165 eggs.
Hawksbills nest most commonly in the Inner Islands and in the Amirantes Islands groups.
Diet: Hawksbills are omnivorous and eat primarily sponges, and small invertebrates. Seagrass
meadows are among their favorite place to feed. They do not usually eat seagrass, but they
love to eat the small animals living amongst the seagrass plants. Hawksbills also help maintain
healthy coral reef ecosystems.

Can you follow these 7 steps and draw a hawksbill turtle below?

Step 1: Draw the head

Step 3: Then, draw the body

Step 4: Draw the shell

Step 2: Next, draw the face

Step 5: Draw the leg

Step 6: The, draw the other leg

Step 7: Draw the patterns

Tutorial - courtesy of www.wedrawanimals.com
Copyright © WeDrawAnimals.com

Copyright
© WeDrawAnimals.com
Copyright
© WeDrawAnimals.com
Copyright © WeDrawAnimals.com
Copyright © WeDrawAnimals.com

Copyright © WeDrawAnimals.com

Copyright © WeDrawAnimals.com
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SEAHORSE HUNT
What are Seahorses? Seahorses are small fishes that are named for the shape of their head,
which looks like the head of a tiny horse.
Where do they live? You’ll find seahorses in the world’s tropical and temperate coastal waters,
swimming upright among seagrasses and other plants. Seahorses occur in Seychelles, but they
are very rare. If you find one, report it to a scientist!
Size: Seahorses range in size from 2 cm (very hard to find!) to 35 cm. Tiny, spiny plates cover
seahorses’ bodies all the way down to their curled, flexible tails. The tail can grasp objects,
helpful when seahorses want to anchor themselves to vegetation, such as seagrass.
Fun Fact: A female seahorse lays dozens, sometimes hundreds of eggs in a pouch on the
abdomen of the male seahorse. This means that after a female lays eggs, the male seahorse
takes care of the young!
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How many

can you locate below?

THREATS TO SEAGRASSES
Can you fill in the blanks below from the words at the bottom of the page?

The increase in temperature on Earth associated with climate change is called _____________
warming. Global warming is caused by certain human activities including burning of forests,
coal, oil, petrol, diesel, and other fossil fuels. These human activities produce emissions that
increase levels of _______________ dioxide (CO2) and other ‘greenhouse gases’ in the air (or
atmosphere).
Some of the effects of _______________ _______________ include increasing temperatures
in the atmosphere, on land, and in the sea. This causes changes in levels and patterns of
_______________ leading to flooding and lack of rain. High temperature causes storms such as
_______________ to produce extreme damage. These changes in the climate make life more
difficult for _______________ and for the plants and animals with which we share the planet.
There are two main ways people can stop the problem of climate change. Both are important:
1) Humans need to reduce their _______________ and stop burning _______________ fuels;
this will reduce the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) going into the atmosphere.
2) Humans need to support and encourage the health of those ecosystems that naturally
_______________ CO2 from the atmosphere—these include forests, mangroves, and seagrass
meadows.
Too much carbon _______________ (CO2) also causes problems in the ocean. When
there is too much CO2 in the _______________, extra CO2 dissolves into the sea water and
forms carbonic _______________. This makes sea water more acidic in a process called
_______________. Acidification causes the skeletons of corals and seashells to melt. If the sea
becomes too acidic in the future, corals and seashells will disappear from the ocean.
_______________ meadows naturally remove extra CO2 from the sea. They take the CO2
from the water and use it to nourish themselves and produce the organic carbon that enables
seagrass plants to _______________ Seagrass also uses CO2 to produce the gas we call
_______________ (O2) which humans and other animals need to breathe. When seagrass
removes CO2 from the sea water, some of the CO2 in the atmosphere enters the sea to replace
the CO2 taken up by the seagrass. Because seagrass absorbs more carbon than it releases, it is
called a Carbon Sink. Because seagrass is a _______________ _______________ that occurs
in the sea, it is called a _______________ Carbon Sink.
Seychelles is a member of the Paris _______________Agreement and has promised to
take action to fight climate change. One of these promises is to protect Blue Carbon
_______________ such as seagrass. “NDC” or “Nationally Determined Contributions” are the
promises a country makes to fight climate change. The promise to protect seagrass meadows is
a Nationally _______________ Contribution of Seychelles.
remove
acid

cyclones

humans

Blue

atmosphere emissions

oxygen

Determined

climate change
Carbon Sink

seagrass

Sinks

rainfall

greenhouse
carbon

fossil
dioxide

global
Climate

acidification
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCEs
Seagrass Monitoring:
Spot the difference
Seagrass monitoring is one way in which scientists learn more about seagrasses and discover
We can
see if seagrass meadows are healthy by watching them over time – this is called
new
species.

monitoring.

There are ten things which are different between the two images below - can you spot them?
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How observant are you? Can you spot the ten things different between the two pictures
below?

10

SEAGRASS MONITORING

What is Seagrass monitoring? Monitoring an ecosystem, such as a seagrass meadow, involves
taking regular measurements to check whether the health of the meadow changes over time.
One way we can monitor seagrass is to measure the amount of seagrass cover within the area
being monitored, and to compare how cover changes over time.
The maps below show the occurrence of two kinds of seagrass in four situations.
•Oval leaf seagrass
•Turtle grass

Seagrass Monitoring

Each of the four maps below is made up of 100 small squares. So, each square is equal to 1%
of the total 100%. You can calculate the percent contribution of each seagrass species to each
One way
weup
canthe
monitor
seagrass
to measure
amount
or coverThen
of seagrass
withintogether to
of the four maps.
Add
numbers
ofissquares
of the
each
species.
add them
a square frame
(quadrat)
and compare
over time.
In bare
each ofsand.
the quadrats below,
find total % seagrass
cover.
The empty
whitethis
squares
are
measure the percentage of each seagrass species (Halophila and Zostera) and add them
together to make up the total cover. Each grid is equal to 1%.

Legend

Turtle
Zosteragrass

Halophila
Oval
leaf grass

Q1.Q1.% Oval
leaf grass== ______
% Halophila

Q2. %
% Halophila
Oval leaf grass
= = ______
Q2.

%%Turtle
grass
Zostera
= =_______

Turtle grass
%%Zostera
= =_______
TOTAL
COVER =
Total Cover______

TOTAL
COVER =
Total
Cover______

Q3. %
leaf grass
Q3.
%Oval
Halophila
= = ______

Q4. %
leaf grass
%Oval
Halophila
= = ______

%%Zostera
= =_______
Turtle grass
TOTAL
COVER =
Total Cover______
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%%Zostera
= =_______
Turtle grass
TOTAL
COVER =
Total Cover______
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Adapted from Seagrass Watch Activity Book

Save our planet message
Protecting our oceans is one way of protecting our planet.
What else must we do to keep our planet safe and healthy?
Write your messages down on the empty posters.

www.seyccat.org

This booklet was produced for use in the local context of the Republic of Seychelles, but was inspired by,
and some pages were adapted from other source materials.
These sources include:
“Seagrass-Watch Activity Books” available on www.seagrasswatch.org (page 6)
“Common Wild Plants of the Seychelles Coastal Lowlands” by Katy Beaver (pages 2, 3 and 4)
www.activitywizo.com (pages 7 and 8)
www.shutterstock.com (cover page, pages 13 & 19)
www.education.com (page 8)
www.wordsearch.com (page 9)
www.mazegenerator.net (page 10)
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